12th HeiKaMaX – workshop

Heidelberg, Karlsruhe, Mannheim & neighbors, experimental economics

Friday, October 27, 2017, 10:00 – 17:00, Joint Dinner (at own expense): 18:00 – ????

Location: University of Heidelberg, Neue Universität, Altstadt(!), Universitätsplatz

To get there from Heidelberg Main station, either take Bus No. 32 to Uni-Platz or take the S-Bahn directly to “Altstadt” and walk from there along Hauptstraße (about 15 min.).

Program:

In the morning we are in room „ehem. Senatssaal”, Neue Universität

10:00  Liza Charroin (HD): “Peer effects on performance and cheating: an experiment on the self-selection effect”
10:45  Coffee break
11:00  Marco Lambrecht (HD): “Measuring skill and chance in games”
11:45  Coffee break
12:00  Peter Dürsch (MA): "Hot Hand in Online Games"
12:45  Lunch at local restaurants (at own expense)

In the afternoon, we are in room “Hörsaal 01” Neue Universität

14:15  Marcel Preuß (Uni Mannheim): “Heterogeneous Fairness Views”
15:00  Coffee break
15:15  Timo Goeschl (HD): 'Social distance and inter-charity competition' (joint with C., Gallier, J. Lohse, C. Reif, D. Römer)
16:00  Coffee break
16:15  Jörg Oechssler (HD): “Copy Trading”
17:00  Coffee break
17:15  Philipp Reiss (KIT): “Destruction behavior: The effect of provision cost variation and the relation to (non-)cooperation preferences”
18:00  End of academic program
18:30  Joint dinner, restaurant “Kulturbrauerei”